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The Fed Clears the Way for Cuts as the Market Seeks Even More
By Ellen Gaske, PhD, CFA, Principal and Lead Economist, G10 Economies, Global Macroeconomic Research Team
and Robert Tipp, CFA, Managing Director, Chief Investment Strategist and Head of Global Bonds
Although the Fed remained on hold at its June 2019 meeting, its statement was about as dovish as could be expected given that
FOMC participants appear fairly evenly divided on the need for rate cuts going forward. The split in policy views is likely a reflection of
cross currents in the economic backdrop that the Fed cited: an upbeat assessment of the labor market (strong), economic activity (rising
at a moderate rate), and consumer spending (picking up). But weakness in business fixed investment, sub-2% inflation, weaker growth
abroad, and trade war uncertainties were enough for many FOMC participants to pencil in rate cuts for this year and to tip their median
projection to an expectation for a full rate cut by next year. Arguably, the most dovish outcome of the Fed’s meeting was a drop in
Fed officials’ median estimate of the long-run neutral Fed Funds rate to 2.5% from 2.8% as of last March.
The Fed has thus created more optionality for itself, clearing the way for possible rate cuts in the second half of this year. What
we know at this point is that domestic demand has been picking up from a soft patch earlier this year, led by a rebound in consumer
spending from a muted 1.3% pace in Q1 2019 to a 3%+ pace at this point. Housing starts, on a general decline since the spring of 2018,
appear to be improving. The unemployment rate remains low, initial unemployment claims are near all-time lows, and while business
investment remains muted, the S&P 500 Index is near all-time highs. Thus far, it appears that the U.S. economy has been fairly resilient
to escalating trade tensions with China.
However, this spring’s rebound in activity has been on the back of a 60 bp decline in 10-year Treasury rates this year and an almost 100
bp decline in mortgage rates since last fall. Therefore, we expect the Fed will need to ratify at least a portion of the rate cuts that
the market has been pricing in for the pickup in domestic demand to be sustained. Our base case now expects two rate cuts in
the second half of 2019—more than what the median Fed projection has penciled in, but less than the three cuts the market has
been pricing in.
Factors Affecting Market Expectations
Given the backdrop of a Fed moving towards rate cuts, we believe the market will err on the side of pricing in lower rates, perhaps even
pricing in more than the Fed delivers. While that may not seem intuitive, two factors are likely to contribute to this phenomenon.
First, the global backdrop is one where rates of other major economies are substantially lower than U.S. rates. As a result,
investors are likely to see U.S. rates, which have a theoretical prospect of at least falling towards zero, as attractive relative to
their own local markets. Notably, this is despite the fact that U.S. yields may actually be lower on a currency-hedged basis.
Second, investors may be concerned that the Fed will be forced to lower rates more quickly over the cycle to potentially
counteract potential geopolitical risks (including trade frictions) and/or a spontaneous continued moderation or more substantial
slowdown in growth and/or inflation. The weighted average of these scenarios reflected by the market may be lower than the
modal, or most likely, path.
This environment of moderate growth and inflation, supported by a Fed intent on extending the economic expansion, should
prove positive for the bond market. It will likely keep yields low and range bound and encourage investors to take risk by buying higheryielding, non-government spread product, such as emerging market and structured product assets, as well as both investment grade and
below investment grade corporate bonds.
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